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To all whom it may concem :

of the large number ‘of electrons
Beit known" that I JOSEPH SLEPIAN, a: because
available.
citizen of‘ the United Sztates, and a resident If desired, the above process may be re- '
of Wilkinsburg, in the county of Allegheny peated,
the electrons set free from the
5 and State of Pennsylvania, have invented a adjacentand
electrode
be caused ‘to make impact
new and useful Improvement in Hot-Cathode
upon
still
anotherelectrode,
setting free a 60
Tubes, of which the following is a speci?ea~ still larger number of electrons
therefrom,
’ and this process may ,be continued inde?
My invention relates to shot-cathode ap
tion.
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__

'

.

nitely.

10 paratus, such as is used for recti?cation and

'
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A convenient method of manipulating the

in detectorébulb work and it has for its ob electron streams, in apparatus of thistype,
ject to provide apparatus of the character is
by means of magnetlc ?elds.
designated that shall embody means for pro;
Referring to the drawin for a more de-'
viding a strong and effective electron emis tailed understanding of my invention, I show
a tube at 5 which may either be highly ex
‘ The single ?gure of the accompanying hausted or ?lled to a greater or less degree
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sion.
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_ [drawing is a diagrammatic View of an elec

with a gas, such as argon, which offers an
tron tube, together with associated supply elastic
impact, as is well known in‘ the art.
and auxiliary circuits, ‘illustrating one ap The tube
'5 is provided With a ?lamentary

20 plication of my invention.
electrode 6 and with a plate electrode 7 sub
In the construction and operation of elec I stantially
in line ‘therewith.
75
tron tubes, it has been usual to employ in
A
plate
electrode8
is
disposed'opposite
the
candescent ?laments as electron sources, ‘ electrodes 6 and. 7, and a plate electrode 9‘

thesev ?laments being maintained at incandesl is disposed in angular position at the side ‘of

25 cence by the passage» of heating current. the electrode 7.
therethrough. The use of a ?lament of suf
eating
current
for
the
?lament
6- is pro 80;
?cient size and temperature to produce the,
vided
from
a
source
10,,and
the
electrode
8
large electron streams required in certain

is maintained positive with respect to the
forms of apparatus engenders a relatively electrode
6 by current from a source 11.
that must be dissi The electrode 7 is maintained positive with
pated and, furthermore, the ?lament is sub
' ject to rapid, deterioration because of ‘the respect to the,‘ electrode 6 by current from 85
12 and a unidirectional load-current ,
high temperature at which it must be run, asource
device
13
in ‘circuit with the,
thus limiting the useful life ofv the appara~ electrodes 7isconnected
and 9 through an alternating
35 tus.
"
1
source 14. '
I ?nd that a relatively small incandescing' current
‘ A magnet15 is disposed with one of
.
90
?lament may be operated at moderate tem 'poles adjacent to the electrodes 6, 7 and its
8,

. 30 large amount of heat

peratures to produce a small number of elec

trons andthese electrons may be caused ‘to
40 make impact upon an adjacent electrode

as

shown.

,
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-
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Having thus described a combination of

devices embodying my invention, the opera
with high velocity by subjecting them to tion
thereof is as follows. At the outset, the
the "in?uence of a high-voltageelectrostatic

?eld. As a result, there is produced a pro

95

?lament 6 is raised to ineandeseence~ and

fuse emission of electrons‘ from the adjacent‘ arelati‘vely small number of electrons caused - .
to be emitted therefrom. These electrons are '
‘*5 - electrode by the joint action of re?ection and drawn
toward the electrode 81 and a‘rela
' of secondary emission, it‘ being well known 'tively high
velocity is imparted thereto by 100
that the impact of a high-velocity electron
upon another body may set free‘ a large current from the source 11. Before reach-v
number of: low-velocity‘ electrons therefrom. ing the plate, however; the electrons ‘are die‘ ; _
rected 'into a eycloidal path, bythe action of
The. adjacent electrode, .whichv is thus - the
magnet 15, to impinge uponithe electrode
caused to be the seat of a profuse electron,

,

7 “at an extremely high velocity. _'A certam
number,
'electrons, (upon reaching ‘the
' in an auxiliary circuit, and a relatively large electrodeof7, the
return‘ to the cathode 16 through
amount of current may be offered passage the current source, 12, although, ‘at the
emission, may now be employed as a cathode
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ment of impact, they‘ set free a relatively to be initiated thereat by re?ection and by
large number of low-velocity electrons at the secondary emission.
4. The method of initiating rectification
surface of the plate 7.
in
a relatively low-voltage circuit includingr
Certain other electrons, upon reaching the
plate 7, set free other electrons and are then a pair ‘of spaced electrodes, an alternating

70

re?ected so as to hit the plate 9. The plate 7 current source and a load which comprises
is thus caused to. be a seat of profuse low bOmbarding only one of said electrodes with
velocity electron emission and operates as a a stream of relatively few, high-velocity
cathode in the circuit including the elec electrons and producing therefrom an emis
trodes 7 and 9, the load 13 and the alternat sion of a relatively large number of low

10

ing-current source 14;.

1

Thus, a relatively large electron stream

velocity electrons by re?ection and second
ary emission.

'

v5. In an electron tube, the combination
may be maintained between the electrodes 7
and 9, for the recti?cation of large cur~ with means for producing an electron stream
rents, with the operation of but a small fila embodying relatively few high-velocity elec
ment 6, this ?lament being operative at trons, of an electrode in the path of said

15

~ moderate temperatures so as to be long-lived.

stream, whereby a relatively large number

As previously set forth, this action may be of electrons are produced by re?ection and
repeated to any desired degree, the large secondary emission, and means including an
electron‘ emission from the electrode 7 being anode and an electric circuit for utilizing
suitably directed, if desired, so as to make said last-mentioned electron stream, said
impact upon another electrode, a high veloc means being located substantially out of the

20

ity being imparted thereto by a suitable im
pelling electromotive force, and a suit

80
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path of said ?rst-mentioned stream.

(3. In an electron tubefthe combination

able magnet or other means being employed with an incandescing cathode, of means com 90
prising an electrostatic field for directing
for directing the electron stream.
‘While I have illustrated my invention for. and imparting high velocity to the electrons ’
use in a recti?er, it is obvious that it may be emitted therefrom, an‘ electrode disposed in

25

employed to equal advantage in any other the path of said stream, whereby certain
form of‘ electron tube Wherex profuse emis electrons are re?ected and others are pro
sion is desired, as in detector and ampli?er duced by impact, and means including an

30

anode and an electric circuit for utilizing
While I have shown my.invention in its the resultant profuse electron emission, said
a preferred form,'it is susceptible of still other means being substantially unaffected by said
?rst-mentioned electron stream.
35 modi?cations and changes without depart
work.

‘

,
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'7. In apparatus for producing secondary
ing from'the spirit thereof and I desire,
therefore, that only such limitations shall be electron emission, the combination with
placed thereupon as are imposed by the means for producing a primary electron
prior art or are speci?cally. set forth in the emission, of a solid body disposed adjacent -

40 appended claims.

'

thereto, and magnetic‘ means for de?ecting

' said primary emission upon said solid body
1. In a rectifying device, the combination in such manner as to produce a secondary
with‘ means for producing an ' electron electron emission in a direction suitable for
- stream, of a circuit including two spaced elec carrying said secondary emission out of the
trodes, an alternating-current source and a pathof said primary emission.

105

I claim as my invention:

load, and means for de?ecting said electron
stream upon one of Said electrodes whereby
it functions as a cathode by secondary emis
sion and by re?ection and permits the rec
ti?cation of current from said source.

2. In a rectifying device, the combina

electron emission. the combination with
means for producing a primary electron

emission, of means for imparting high‘veloc
ity to said primary emission. a solid body

direction suitable for carrying said second
tron stream upon one of said electrodes ary_ emission out of the path of said primary

a load, and a magnet for de?ecting said elec

60
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disposed adjacent thereto, and magnetic

tion with means for producing an electron means for de?ecting said primary emission
stream, of a circuit including two spaced upon said solid body in such manner as to
electrodes, an alternating-current source and produce a secondary electron emission in a

whereby it functions as a cathode by second

110

8. In apparatus for producing secondary

120

emission.

ary emission and by vre?ection and permits‘ 9. In apparatus for producing a profuse
the recti?cation of current from said source. electron emission, the combination with
3..The method of initiating recti?cation means for producing a relatively small elec
in a circuit including two Spaced electrodes, tron emission, of electrostatic means for im
an alternating-current source and a load, parting high velocity thereto, a solid body.
which comprises bombarding only one of and magnetic means for de?ecting said small
said electrodes with an electron stream_1n electron emission upon said solid body in

65 such manner as to cause an electron emission such manner as to produce a. secondary elec
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tron emission in a direction suitable for

electrode, means for producing an unob
carrying said secondary emission out of the structed
?ow of primary electrons imping
path of said primary emission.
'ing upon said electrode whereby a secondary
10. In apparatus for producing secondary electron stream is produced, and an electric
electron emission, the combination with circuit including an auxiliary electrode so
means for producing a primary electron emis

placed as to receive an unobstructed stream
sion, of a plate disposed in such manner as of said secondary electrons.

35
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to receive said primary electron emission at
'14. A rectifying tube including a cathode.
an acute angle to the surface thereof, said adapted to emit primary electrons, an anode
10 plate being adapted to emit secondary elec
disposed in the path of said electrons, a
trons, a second plate disposed so as to selec second anode adapted to receive the second‘ 45
tively receive the electrons emitted by said ary electrons produced by the impinging of
?rst-mentioned plate, and an electric circuit the primary electrons upon said ?rst men;
‘associated with said second plate.
tioned anode, and a control electrode for
15
11. In apparatus for producing secondary said
primary electrons, said control electrode
electron emission, the combination of means being located‘ out of the path of the stream 50

for producing a primary-electron emission,

of an electrode for producing a secondary
20

25

of said primary electrons.

'

15. A rectifying tube including a cathode

electron emission upon being bombarded adapted to emit primary electrons, an anode
With said primary electron emission, said disposed
in the. path of said electrons, a
electrode being so disposed that the paths second anode
adapted to receive the second
of said primary electron emission and said ary electrons produced by the impinging of
secondary electron emission are substantially

55

the primary electrons upon said ?rst men
different, and means includin an electric tioned anode, a control electrode for said
circuit for utilizing said secondary electron
emisslon.

“

primary electrons, and‘magnetic means for

causing said primary velectrons to impinge

12.'A rectifying device comprising an upon said ?rst ‘mentioned anode against the

electrode, means for producing an unob

structed ?ow of primary electrons imping
ing upon said electrode whereby a secondary

action of the electric ?eld of said control
electrode.

'

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto

electron stream is produced, and means in subscribed by name this 2nd day of April,
cluding an anode and an electric circuit for

utilizing said" last mentioned electron stream.
13. A rectifying device comprising ‘an

1919.
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